Ceramide-platform formation and -induced biophysical changes in a fluid phospholipid membrane.
To understand the formation and properties of ceramide-enriched domains in cell membranes, the biophysical properties of the binary system palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC)/palmitoylceramide were thoroughly characterized. Diverse fluorescent probes and parameters were necessary to unravel the complexity of this apparently simple system. For the first time, a complete phase diagram is reported, characterizing the lamellar phases of these mixtures, and providing a quantitative framework integrating biophysical and biological studies. The diagram suggests that in resting cells no ceramide domains exist, but upon apoptotic stimuli, platforms may form. Moreover, our data show that 2 mol% of Cer strongly affects the POPC fluid matrix, suggesting that a small increase in Cer levels can significantly affect cell membrane properties. In this work, we also show that Cer domains, formed in conditions similar to physiological, are extremely ordered and rigid. The domains composition is estimated from the phase diagram and their large size was concluded from fluorescence resonance energy transfer. Dynamic light scattering and electron microscopy were used to characterize the system morphology, which is highly dependent on ceramide content and includes vesiculation and tubular structure formation.